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In a Nutshell: Copyright and Scholarly Publications
Who owns the copyright?
To begin with, the author(s) or their
employer usually owns the copyright.

Can you put a copy in Opus?
If you hold the copyright to a publication, then
you can put a copy in Opus without seeking
further permission.

Opus
As a general rule, the University of Bath
does not assert its right to own the
copyright in scholarly works produced by
its staff and students (see the Ordinances
of the University, section 22.3(e)
http://www.bath.ac.uk/ordinances/).

If you share copyright with co-authors, you will
need their permission. Visit the Opus website
for a template request permission letter.

Placing your work in Opus does not prevent
you from publishing your work in other places.
However, please be aware that some
publishers will not publish material that has
already been publicly available.
Check your agreement/licence with the
publisher: this usually sets out the terms under
In the publishing process, ownership of
which you can make further use of your work,
copyright may be transferred to the
e.g. for teaching, sharing with colleagues, and
publisher. Alternatively, the author(s) may distributing via a repository like Opus.
keep the copyright and instead grant the
publisher a licence to publish.
Many academic publishers allow you to place a
version of your work in Opus, but not
For works with more than one author: one necessarily the final published version. (See
author may assign copyright to the
the Opus website for more on versions.) The
publisher on behalf of all authors, provided Sherpa Romeo website
they have permission from all
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
other authors.
has details of many publishers’ policies.

Within a publication, there may be
sections (eg. images and quotations) that
are the copyright of a third party.
Permission is usually required use third
party copyright content in a publication.

If your agreement with the publisher doesn’t
give you permission to put a copy in Opus, you
can contact the publisher to request it. Visit
the Opus website for a template permission
request letter.
Check your agreement with the copyright
holder. Even if you have already been given
permission to include the material in a
publication, you may need to request further
permission to make the material available in
Opus.
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Copyright Options
Open Access Publishing
Some publishers require or offer authors an
option to make their work open access (i.e.
freely available online) at point of
publication. Usually the author has to pay a
publication fee to make the work available to
readers. This isn’t the same as vanity
publishing: open access scholarly
publications should still be subject to
rigorous peer-review. You may be able to
use your research grant to pay such
publication fees. If a publication is already
open access, we can link to it from Opus
rather than adding a copy to Opus.

Creative Commons

With a Creative Commons licence, you keep
ownership of the copyright but allow people
to copy and distribute your work provided
they give you credit.
Using a series of simple questions,
the Creative Commons website allows
authors to specify conditions they wish to
use to make their work available and then
produces both a human-readable brief
summary, and a comprehensive legal code.
The Creative Commons Licence is available
from: http://creativecommons.org/
Many open access scholarly journals publish
under creative commons licences.

Licence to Publish & Author Addendums
You should carefully review any documents
which you are asked to sign by a publisher.
They may limit your ability to deposit your
work in Opus or restrict any future use of
your work.
Rather than signing over all copyright,
including your right to distribute your work,
to a publisher you can retain your copyright
and grant the publisher a non-exclusive
licence to publish. This allows the publisher
to do what they need, for example
distribute copies of your work, but
also allows you more freedom to re-use the
material.
Alternatively, consider adding an author
addendum to the copyright transfer
agreements offered by your publisher. The
SPARC Author Addendum is a legal
instrument that modifies the publisher's
agreement and allows you to keep key rights
to your articles. The SPARC Addendum is
available from:
http://www.arl.org/sparc/author/addendum
.html

Opus staff are happy to help with
questions about copyright.
Please contact:
Kara Jones / Katie Evans
Tel: x4897 / x5114
opus-support@bath.ac.uk
Or visit the Opus website:
http://opus.bath.ac.uk/
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